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Unsymmetrical dimethyihydrazine (TIDMP) is an important member
of' the hydrazine family of fuels, Tn terms of annual use, TITJD
is one of the leading rocket fulis. Tts low freezin- point,
thermal stability, and good materials compatibility make it a
fuel of choice for long term storage applications.

Though severhl studies of UDMT4 air oxidation have been
published in the past (References 1, 2, and 3), the present study
was undertaken to extend these earlier studies to a wider range
of reaction conditions. Further work on low level TUDM9
atmospheric degradation chemistry is being conducted under the
sponsorship of the HO AFESC Environmental Sciences TJranch
(Reference 4).

Though hydrazine is a more energetic fuel than 'JDMH, its
physical properties limit its usefulness. Many mixtures or
hydrazine and various materials have been. formulated, but the
50-percent hydrazine - 50-percent UDMH mixture has proven most
useful. This mixture is used as the fuel for the Titan TI system
and in other space propulsion systems.

Tn order to evaluate safety requirements and related enviL'n-
mental concerns, it is necessary that the atmospheric oxidation
of TIDMH and the 50-%0 blend be characterized in terms of the
kinetics and products of these processes.
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SECTION II

MATERIALS

In all the experiments described in this report, the hydra-

zines were used as received from Rocky Mountain Arsenal (fuel
grade, 98+ percent purity). The nitrogen (99.998 percent) gas,
oxygen (99.99 percent) gas, and helium (99.999 percent) gas were
from Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.

The 50-percent hydrazine (50-percent UDMH blend) was
synthesized for each particular experimental run by expanding
equal pressures or hydrazine and UDMH vapor from liquid storage
bulbs into the r(:action vessel using standard vacuum line tech-
niques. For experiments carried out in the long path cell, the
blend was made up of 12.72 ml of UDMH and 10.00 ml of hydrazine.

24
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SECTION I 1

UDM1{ OXIDATION IN A 300-ML FLASK

EXPERIMENTAL

In order to compare oxidation rates and products in this
current work with those of earlier studies on the oxidation of
hydrazine (Reference 5) and monomethlyhydrazine (Reference 6), a
series of oxidations were carried out in a 300-ml Pyrex•5 flask
equipped with a Fisher-Porter Teflon® vacuum valve and a silicon
rubber septum.

Reaction mixtures were prepared as follows. The bulb wasevacuated to less than 5 millitorr (as measured with a Hastings
Model VH-3 thermocouple gauge) on a liquid nitrogen trapped
vacuum system. The desired partial pressures of tank helium arid
oxygen were admitted as measured with a Wallace and Tiernan Model
FA-160230 absolute pressure gauge. Finally, a Unimetrics M4odel
5050H syringe was used to inject the desired volume of UDMH.
Mixing and vaporization were accomplished by shaking the flask
which contained a few TeflonS chips.

Gas samples were analyzed on a Perkin Elmer Model 900 gas
chromatograph equipped with a 6-foot by 1/4-inch stainless steel
molecular sieve 5-A column (45/60 mesh) and a thermal conduc-
tivity detector. Operating conditions were: carrier gas flow 60
cc/min (helium), detector current 175 mA, injection port tempera-
ture 1000C, and detector temperature 1000 C. The recorder was a
Varian Model A-25 operated at 1.0 mV full scale and 0.25 in/min.

Gas sampling was accomplished with a Precision Sampling,
Series A-2, 1.0-ml Pressure-Lok gas syringe, with 1.0 ml sampleu.
used throughout. For the instrument response traces and calibra-
tion curves used in this study, refer to Figures 1 and 2 of
Reference 6.

RESIILTS

First the stability of UDMH vapor in pure heli.um was eval-
uated. This was done by injecting 43 1 1 of UDM11 into the bulb(34.9 Torr at 250C0and monitoring nitrogen or methane production
with time for 24 hours. There was no sign of either material at
the 24-hour point. This is only an indirect check on UDMH sta-
bility, however, since it may degrade to products not detected by
the experimental apparatus. It does show that the UDM}H plus
helium system is stable with respect to nitrogen or methane
production.

3
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Next an experiment was run with a 43 pl injection of UDMH
into the bulb which contained 150 Torr of oxygen and 575 Torr of
helium. At the end of 71 hours there was no measurable change in
oxygen concentration, and the small amount of nitrogen present at
the beginning of the run remained constant. There was also no
sign of any methane production. M~ass spectral analysis of this
sample after 71 hours showed the presence of some formaldehyde
dimethylhydrazone (FDH), with traces of dimethylamine (DMA),
formaldehyde monomethylhydrazone (FMH), and trimethylamine (TMA).
This indicates that some oxidation had taken place out not enough
to register in the relatively insensitive thermal conductivity
analysis.

Finally, a run was made with a 43 UI injection of UDMH into
the bulb which contained 725 Torr of 02• Over the course of 24
hours there was no measurable decrease in oxygen concentration or
increase in nitrogen concentration. There was also no sign of
any methane production. Mass spectral analysis showed an
increase in FDH with traces of FMH, DMA, TMA, methanol, and
N-nitrosodimethylamine present.

These results were somewhat unexpected in terms of the work
on hydrazine (HZ) and monomethylhydrazine (MMH) conducted pre-
viously (Reference 5 and 6) and gave the first indication that
UDMH is much more stable than either HZ or MMH with respect to
thermal oxidation.

4
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SFCTION IV

11DMR- OYTDA"'TON TN -411-C.M PA'TPm 1,FNO'T.T ('tJ,TS

FXPFi'.RT!MRNTAI,

Two reaction cells were used in this stud;, to determine the
effects of surface,-to-volume ratio on TIDD414 autoxidation. Onee
cell had a volume or 0.14 1 and a surface-to-voIume ratio o,-
2.0 cm- 1  while the second had a volume of IP I and i siurface-to-
volume ratio of 0.21 cm-I. mhe infrared window-mountinf system
is described In Reference 5.

Infrared spectra were recorded at 4 cm-] resolution with a
Digilab Model PTS-20 Fourier transform infrared spectrophoto-
meter. A Nerst glower source, potassium bromide beamsplitter,
and mercur!7-cadmium-telluride detector (operated at 771K) were
employed throughout this phase of the work. The sample cell
placement and optical system are described in Reference 5.

Calibration spectra and actual experimental runs were con-
ducted by attaching the cell (in place in the infrared optical
path) to a vacuum system. While thus configured, the cell ocr,1.
be evacuated and filled with materials metered ou't to the deslr;<
pressures. Pressures of reactants were measured with a Texas
Instruments Model 140 precision pressure gauge, and fill gases
with a Wallace and Tiernan Model FA-160230 absolute pressure
gauge. First, a reference spectrum of the cell filled with tank
nitrogen, helium, or oxygen in the desired proportions was
recorded and stored. Then spectra (611 coadded interferograms) of
the reacting system were recorded with time and ratloed aglanst
this reference to oroduce absorhance spectra.

The analytical band used for TIDITJ calibration was the
NR2 rocking band 0 branch at QOR cm-1 (Peference 7). This hand
is shown in FIgure 1. The calibration curve showed the same non-
Beer's law behavior in the 0-5 orrydrain
or monomethylhydrazine. The points were fit with P. second order
polynomial as shown in Figure 2.

RESULTS

First the stability off UDMH in pure nitrogen was checked in
the 44-cm by 2-cm reaction cell (volume = 140 ml). With an
initial charge of around 9 Torr or UDMH in 755 Torr or nitrogen,
the natural decay half life was approximately 175 hours. When
the same system was used to prepare samples orf 1JDM- in PO percent
oxygen and R0 percent oxygen atmospheres, the decay rate was the
same as w1th no oxygen -p.'esent, within experimental error. This
result was In agreement with the 300-m] hulb fIndIngs that IDMPH
is very stable toward air oxidation.
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Tn runs made with the 1.2-litcr flask, the same result was
found; that is, within experimental error there was no d!fference
in the decay rate ofr the IMDM1 In the presence of' 0-, 20-, and
80-percent oxygen. The decay rate was much slower in the 12-liter

flask (, 19 percent decayed in 100 hours) but was not affected by
the addition of oxygen.

Formation of a small amount of FDH in these UDMTI oxidation
runs was detected by the appearance of a shoulder at 1010 cm- 1

caused by a strong FDR absorbance feature. Rxamination of the
vapor phase reaction products at the end of' a run by gas chroma-
tograph/mass spectrometer methods showed that VDH was the main
oxidation rroduct (though only about 2.0 to 15 percent conversion
had occurred after 150 hours) with small amounts of FMH, DMA, and
TMA also visible.

8
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'lThe long path reaction cell consisted of a nly-m&;en b,
3.05-meter section of Pyrexn pipe containing a three-mirr'or
White-type (Reference R) optical system. The bIse oath wa.s 3.7
meters, and the cell was operated at 6P to 74 passes v give :a
total path length of about 200 meters. Path leng•;h was adjus te d
with the aid of a helium-neon laser then experimentally verified
using the methane 1304 cm- 1 Q branch transition (see Reference 6

•! t for details of' the optical system and calibration procedure).
The White-cell optics were coupled] to a Digilab Model F1T,-20

SFourier transform Infrared spectroplhotometer. .,pectra were

recorded at 1.0 cm-I resolution, usini, 611 co-added scan:; and
L triangular apodization.

The extinction coefficient or the Q branch of' UDMH at 908
cm-I was determined in the following manner. A Pyrex® bulb of'
k,iown volume fitted with Teflon® valves on both ends was rilled
with UTDMNH to a few Torr as measured with a Texas Tnstrument Model
145 precision pressure gauge, then with helium to 760 Torr. This,
bulb was then connected to the gas distribution manifold on the
long oath cell and flushed into the cell, thereby being d1l.uted
to the correct concentration and turbulently mixed an press'ure,
was raised to 7r0 Torr in the cell. A spectrum was recorded
after allowing the sample to stabilize for 60 minutes and ratioed
against a reference spectrum of the cell containing only helitum.
The resulting spectrum was plotted in ahsoi'bance. using a number
of differenit concentrations, the absorbance at qOO cm- 1 was
plotted versus the product of the concentration in ppm times t;hp
path length in cm. The slope of the resulting line multi olled by
loge(l0) is the extinction coerficnent. This plot Is shown In
Ftgure 3.

A typical oxidation run was conducted by filling the double
ended sample bulb with a known concentration of 11IDMI! in helium,
then flushing the contents into the long path cell with fill gas.
UJDMH concentration with time was then monitored with the IP-Ili
system. One run was conducted with pure helium fill gas to check
for UDMH stability in the system. Oxidation runs were conducted
at 100 percent oxygen concentration to facilitate more rapid
reaction rate. Oxidation was still slow enough to he neglected
during the first hour while the UDMH concentration stabilized In
the cell, thus ensuring an accurate starting concentration.

i .
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Unlike the high concentration oxidation experiments disýcussed
in ecio1: T. those conducted in the long path r.ell- showed an

expected large diflference In behavior in the presence and absence
of' oxygen. With no oxygen present there was a gradual decrease

in TOMRconentatin wth imedue to natural decay processes.
Thsrsle nth oso'au 1.0 pecn f h DHevery

IMM1 folowe appoximtelpseudo first order kinetics witha

rqt- ontat o R* 1 hr-1. This gives3 a half life of 83.5
hrs. The data are plotted in Pligur'e

able product in the lonfr, pathi IIDMI- nx I. 'h I. on r ~ 1

spectra are shown In Pi'irure 5.

One additional. set of experiments was per~orml,,1 in flie longi
path cell to investigate possible photochemical, 1.P luentice hIt-)r
TMM14I autoxidation proceiis. The long path cell. I,- surrounded fy 1
combination of twenty, )4-foot fluorescent blacrk aind sun lamp-.
With all lamps on, the ýnO2 photolysis cýonstant is, .It rriin-l.
1-lowever, with the cell cooling system on and all 1;hr. lamtes on,
the enuilibrium operating temperature is abotit 35'IC * Thus,
further experimental work will. he needed to d f'f'Prentlate hetvween
photolytic and thermal effects. Nonetheless, thepre- was a rather
pronounced difference in the reaction under Photolysis conditions.
'PDH1 was visible (at 1010 cm-1 ) at one hour. At four hours, 'about
ha~lf the IJMMH was gone and, in addition to P'DP, a major hand at
1790 cm-1 had appeared. At thy 23-hour point (7 with aýll lamps
on), only MR1) and the 1750 cm- bands were prenent. Then the FDII
began to oxidize and by 31 hours (15ý with lamps on) there was
only the 1750 cm- 1 band and small amounts of formic acild,
methanol, and TICN. There was also some tq20 and r0 produced. Th e
reaction was repeated with no oxygen present. At 31 hours (15
with all lamps on) there was 35- to 115-percent cc(ri-vers ion to I-MI-
but only a very small hand between 1700 and 1800 cmn1 .

CONCLUSIONS (UDMH OXIDATION)

UDMI- autoxidation proceeds about 10 timesr more slowly tha-jn
MMII or hydrazine autoxidation under the same condi tions. Th erer
appear to -be diffe.'ent mechanisms or erdlinoia o which
operate at 'higher concentrations (2) to 10 Torr) rind lowe-.r con-
centrations (2 to 10 ppm). Tn the hig~her corieientrat~tor eniviron-
ment, degradatIon by absorption or othe--r t~rannforrnation p~rocrsoen3;,
competes equally well with oxidation lolr. n t~ho low con-
centraton studies,, oxidation was clearly the domninant4 lops
mechanism.
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The long path study lends support to the overall
stoichiometry proposed by earlier workers (References 1 and 2)
3(CO4) 2 NNT4 2 + P0? -> 2(0T4j)pMNCI- 2 + 414Ho + N2 . However, the
studies at higher pressures, as discussed in Sections III and IV,
indicate that reaction vessel size and veactant concentrations
play an important role in degradation processes. This reasoning
appears to be the only explanation for the differences in results
between the present study and those of earlier workers (Reference
i and P). Using 10-cm gas cells, these workers found half lives
averaging from 10 to 30 hours for different conditions and noted
significant production of ammonia. Further work on the effects
of different materials on UDMH degradation and oxidation will be
necessary to clarify this situation.

The photolysis experiments suggest that temperature effects
S may be of major importance in UDMH autoxidation. Photochemical

effects seem unlikely because neither UDMH or FDH absorb to any
appreciable extent in the actinic UV region ( X = 290 - 400 nm) as
shown in Figure 6. Further experimental work to determine the
Arrhenius parameters associated with UDMH autoxidation would be
very valuable.

A series of additional experiments were conducted to deter-mine the effects of water vapor (I.e., velative humidity) on the

UDMH oxidation rate. Known amounts of water vapor were added to
the oxidation runs to give about 90-percent relative humidity.
In both the 12-liter flask and the long path cell the reaction
rate increased by about 29 percent.

14
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SECTION VI

50-50 BLEND OXIDATION IN 44-CM PATH LENGTH CELLS

EXPERIMENTAL*

The reaction cells and instrumental set up for this study are
described in Section IV of this report. Samples were made up by
expanding equal quantities of hydrazine and UDMH into the desired
sample cell, again as described in Section IV.

Concentration values were determined by using previously
recorded calibration curves for hydrazine (Reference 5) and UDMI!
(this report, Section IV). Hydrazine was monitored at 958 cm- 1

and UDMH at 908 cm-, thus minimizing peak interference between
the two species. In Figure 7 these peaks are shown in a spectrum
of the 50-50 blend, along with the blend component spectra.

RESULTS

In the 44-cm x 2-cm cell, the components of the 50-50 blend
decayed in pure helium in a manner similar to earlier individual
experiments. Hydrazine half life under these conditions was
around 6 hours. UDMH was, as expected, more stable with a half
life greater than 50 hours, as shown in Figure 8.

The decay of the 50-50 blend in an 80-percent helium -

20-percent oxygen atmosphere was, however, much faster than the
decays of the individual components in earlier studies. Whereas
hydrazine by itself had a half life of around 3 hours under these
conditions; as a component of the 50-50 blend, its half life
decreased to around 15 minutes. Similarly with UDMH, by itself,
its half life was around 150 hours, but in combination with
hydrazine this was reduced dramatically to around 8 hours (see
Figure 8).

In the 12-liter flask both components of the blend were very
stable under oxygen-free conditions. In an atmosphere of 90 per-
cent oxygen and 10-percent helium, both components again decayed
quite rapidly. Under these conditions, hydrazine had a half life
of about 40 minutes and UDMH had a half life of around 6 hours.
UDMH decay appeared to exhibit a definite slowing trend as the
initial hydrazine became nearly depleted, as seen in Figure 9.

* Note: Under actual field conditions, where a spill of the
50-50 blend had occurred, the vapor composition would be given by
Raoult's law. This would mean approximately 13-percent hydrazine
and 87-percent UDMH as the initial composition. As evaporation
continued, the vapor would become richer in hydrazine and would
eventually be mostly hydrazine. In order to determine the

16
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general features of the 50-50 blend autoxidation, it was decided
to choose an arbitrary concentration of each component. This
choice was also influenced by the relative extinction coeffi-
cients of hydrazine and UDMH. Thus, it was decided to have a
vapor concentration which was 50-percent hydrazine and 50-percent
UDMH.
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L;0-50 STLRMD OXIDATION TN '"IM, LONG PA'P- ,rC1LL

FXPFRIMFNTAL

The long path cell was used for this portion of the study.
The experiments were carried out as described in Section V of
this report except for sample introduction. Due to previous
problems in transferring gas phase samples of hydrazine to the
long path cell in a quantitative fashion, it was decided to inject
liquid samples of the 90-50 blend and vaporize them, then flush
the vapors into the cell. This required makinr, up a sample of
liquid 50-50 blend, which was done by mixing 12.7P ml of UDMI4
with 10 ml of hydrazine. This gave a solution which was,; 50
percent by weight of each component.

The resulting spectra were analyzed for hydrazine at 95R cm- 1

(C = 2.77 atm-± cm- ) and for UDMET at 90R cm- (C = 11.64 atm-Icm-I) .

R VSU LTS

Tn an atmosphere of pure helium, TIDM- was very stable showing
very little decay over a 24-hour period. 1-ydrazine, on the other
hand, was quite unstable, having a half life of about lq hours.

Upon adding the c0-90 blend to a mixture or 20-percent oxygen
and SO-percent helium, the situation changed considerably. The
UJDMTI decay rate increased to give an approximate 20-hour half
life, while the hydrazine half life accelerated to around S
hours. These results are shown in Rigure l1.

When compared to the separate earlier studies involving lMM11
and hydrazine adtoxidations under similar conditions, the present
half life for- UJDMH is much shorter, while that for hydrazine is
about twice as long.

CONCLUSIONS

The autoxidation of a 50-50 blend of hydrazine and UDMH pro-
ceeds to give the same i.-'rared detectable products as the auto-
xidations of the individua1 . components. That is, hydrazine
produces ammonia and water and UDMI- produces formaldehyde
dimethylhydrazone. However, there is a rather dramatic increase
in reaction rate when the two components are combined as the 50-
90 blend, except for hydrazine in the long path cell where the
rate was unexpectedly decreased. The resultant half lives range
from a few minutes for hydrazine to a few hours for UIT)MIT.

I 2
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EarLier workers (References 1 and 9) have p)ostulated a 'ree
radical reaction mechanism for the autoxLdation of hydrazine and
UDMH. If such a mechanism is correct, then the positive
synergistic effect of the combination of hydrazine and UDMH on
their respective autoxidation processes is possibly a reflection
of newly opened radical initiation or propagation steps. Further
work on the mechanisms of each component and the 50-50 blend will
be necessary to clarify the details of these intermediate reac-

* tion steps.

This portion of the study has demonstrated that a spill of
50-50 blend would degrade more rapidly in air than either of its
components would separately. This would lessen, to this degree,
the problems posed by possible downwind exposure to the com-
bination of these two fuels.

$
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